5 STEPS TO HELP GET USED
TO Provent® THERAPY
Provent Therapy may take up to a week or longer to “get used to.” The device works by making
it harder to breathe out through your nose, which creates the pressure needed to treat your
Obstructive Sleep Apnea. It may require several nights of use to feel comfortable breathing with the
device. These steps will help you get used to wearing the Provent device before and during sleep.

1 INHALE

2 EXHALE

3 RELAX

• Inhale through your
mouth or through the
device—whichever is
more comfortable for
you to fall asleep

• Put on the devices right
• To check if the device is
before bed and breathe
applied correctly, briefly try
out through your mouth
breathing out through your
nose. You will notice resistance. as you fall asleep
This is normal and means the • Do not engage in any
device is working
activity while wearing
• Now, until you fall asleep, only
the device—just try to
breathe out through your
fall asleep
mouth. This should be more
• Keep a glass of water near
comfortable than breathing
your bedside, in case you
through your nose
wake up with a dry mouth
• Most people will switch to
nasal breathing after they
fall asleep and the device
will start working

Remember, sleep apnea is a serious, lifelong condition. Though it may take up to
a week or longer to get used to Provent Therapy, continued use of Provent can help you
get a good night’s sleep and be an important step towards better health!
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4 REPEAT

5 COMMIT

• Take time to get used to
wearing Provent Therapy

• Use all Provent devices
provided in your first pack
• Obstructive Sleep Apnea
(OSA) is a chronic
condition that requires
treatment every night,
so make Provent Therapy
a part of your bedtime
routine

TIP Getting used to wearing
a device that affects your
breathing may take time (one
night to a week or longer).
Remove the device if you
wake up during the night and
feel uncomfortable. This may
happen for several nights until
you become used to wearing
the device.

Remember, it may take
a few nights of wearing
Provent Therapy to get
used to it. Stick with it!

WE’RE HERE TO HELP
For information or questions, visit
www.sleepwellrested.com. Or, call 1-703-378-4353. A
Provent product specialist is available to assist you with
questions on how to apply or get used to wearing Provent
Therapy. Please refer to the instructions for Use located
inside the Provent Therapy container for important
information and warnings and precautions.
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